Based on: “We may wake up from a dream”
Out of this world- Mia Engelbrecht.
Should you use this script or script idea, please make sure to credit the writer above in your final movie
credits. LivingIt.

Just after school Jake en John went to secretly smoke some pot like they usually do in the
afternoons. It made them hallucinate and escape the real world. While they were high and
hallucinating they see a big golden gate with a girl on the other side that looks as beautiful as
an angel. They are so fascinated by this gate that they want to take a closer look and as they go
near the gate it opens for them and the angel-like girl welcomes them in. The two boys, not
waiting to be invited twice, go through the gate into what seems like a perfect other world.
In real life the gate is an old fence with warning signs on it but since Jake and John are high on
pot they do not see the warning signs.
On the other side of the gate Jake and John find themselves happily following the gorgeous,
angel-like girl as she shows them all the wonderful things of this fascinating forest. She shows
them from the beautiful river to the most radiant flowers and exotic creatures in the forest like
world where everything seems brighter and better then in the real world. The angel-like girl
leads them to the big tree witch grows the most delicious looking sweets on it and says that
they can eat as much as they want. Since both boys have the munchies they dig in and start
eating. Jake, as greedy as he is, saw that sitting at the top of the tree is the biggest and most
delicious looking sweet of them all. Ignoring John’s advice: to not clime the tree to get that big,
delicious looking sweet, he climbed the tree anyway. Almost to the top, and as John predicted,
Jake fell from the tree and hurt his arm. Compassionately the angel-like girl ties Jake’s arm up
to prevent it from hurting too much. With a terrible scream and thunder the horrible witch is
woken by the noise of Jake’s fall. She is very scary looking and suddenly the beautiful forest
isn’t so beautiful anymore and the angel-like girl isn’t as angel like as well. The witch and the
not-so-angel-like girl catch the two stunned boys and put them in a cage.
It was a trap! The two boys realize that they had been misled by the angel-like girl and are now
in grave danger! But there is a way out, a way to escape this forest-like world and go back to
the real world and home. It will be very difficult but possible. So while the witch and not-soangel-like girl are busy, Jake and John miraculously opens the gate and start running for their
lives. The sound of the boys’ footsteps alerts the witch and not-so-angel-like girl and they set of
after the boys. The once beautiful forest now becomes like an obstacle course that Jake and John has to
go through to get to the gate which is the way home. Almost at the gate the witch and the not-so-angellike girl catch the boys. With a lot of struggle John gets free but Jake decides to give in.
When John runs through the gate he wakes up in a hospital on a drip next to Jake whose heart just gave
in – drug overdosed. Even though it was hard… John kept fighting the drugs in the real world.

We may wake up from a dream that we’ve been living and realize it’s a nightmare and even then it may
be too late.

